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EASEL WEAVER KITS
These all-inclusive kits were 
a hit at the 2018 Summer 
TNNA show, so they’ve be-
come a permanent product! 
The kit includes all the tools 
needed to weave: shed stick, 
weaving stick (9" or 11" 
depending on loom size), 
plastic beater, plastic shuttle, 
plastic weaving needle.
KIT206 6" EASEL WEAVER KIT—
MSRP $55.00

KIT208 8" EASEL WEAVER KIT—
MSRP $58.00

KIT210 10" EASEL WEAVER 
KIT—MSRP $61.00

The Easel Weaver is still 
available without these 
accessories:
SL2406 6" EASEL WEAVER—
MSRP $38.00 

SL2408 8" EASEL WEAVER—
MSRP $41.00

SL2410 10" EASEL WEAVER—
MSRP $45.00
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WHAT'S
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UNIVERSAL WOLF TRAP 
BRACKETS
A few years ago, we changed 
the Wolf Loom beams from 
round to square. We then 
changed the Wolf Trap 
brackets to fit the new 
square beam and introduced 
a second Wolf Trap for the 
older round beams. Now 
we’ve come up with a better 
idea! The new bracket 
fits both styles of beams, 
eliminating the ordering and 
fit problems. The assembly 
manual for the redesigned 
trap indicates that it fits all 
Wolf Looms.
FL3830 WOLF PUP TRAP—
MSRP $52.00

FL3831 BABY WOLF TRAP—
MSRP $62.00

FL3832 MIGHTY WOLF TRAP—
MSRP $66.00

SK7770 SIDEKICK SPINNING 
WHEEL WITH BAG— 
MSRP $887.00 

SIDEKICK WITH BAG
We are now shipping all 
Sidekick spinning wheels 
with an orange carry bag. 
The price and product 
number have not changed.

Learn more about the 
Easel Weaver in our  
April 2018 blog post.



NIDDY NODDY UPDATE
We’ve replaced the grip and 
the locking mechanism on 
the shaft of the niddy noddy! 
You’ll now find a softer foam 
grip on the bar, instead of a 
rubber one. Our new “tent-
peg” locking system makes 
it easier to open and close 
the niddy noddy. It’s similar 
to the push-button you’d see 
on an umbrella: push the 
button, slide the bars, and 
you’re done. 

You’ll see this change on 
niddy noddies shipping 
after August 10, 2018. The 
product numbers and prices 
are the same.
WS6908 NIDDY NODDY  
MAPLE—MSRP $81.00

WS6908C NIDDY NODDY 
CHERRY—MSRP $83.00

STANDARD FLOOR LOOM 
CHANGE
We have discontinued the 
10-treadle option for the 
45" Standard Floor Loom. 
Now we just offer the 45" 
Standard Floor Loom with 
12 treadles. These product 
numbers are no longer 
active:

FL3309 FL3311
FL3313 FL3315
FL3321 FL3323
FL3325 FL3327

FLIP LOOM SHUTTLE 
CHANGE
Beginning in August, Flip 
looms will come with longer 
stick shuttles. At the request 
of a dealer, we are now 
including shuttles that match 
the Flip’s weaving width as 
closely as possible. What will 
now be included: 16" stick 
shuttle with 15" loom, 20" 
stick shuttle with 20" loom, 
24" stick shuttle with 25" 
loom, and 30" stick shuttle 
with 30" loom.

WINDING STATION 
CHANGE
We have simplified our wind-
ing station by removing the 
extension arm. Customers 
weren’t using it, and now the 
station has a useful flat shelf. 
The price and the product 
number haven’t changed.
WW7941 WINDING STATION—
MSRP $313.00

Our redesigned 
niddy noddy opens 
and closes like an 

umbrella.



EASY HEDDLES
We think every inkle or 
tapestry loom should be 
sold with a package of 8-5/8" 
Texsolv heddles. They are 
the perfect size for folding 
over the warp threads and 
hooking under the heddle 
bar. Your customers will nev-
er have to tie heddles again. 
Strong Texsolv heddles are 
the perfect length and can be 
used again and again.
HR8018 TEXSOLV GREEN 
HEDDLES 8-5/8" (100/PKG)— 
MSRP $26.00

FOR DEALERS ONLY:  
EXCLUSIVE FACEBOOK 
PAGE
We’re bringing you another 
way to connect with Schacht 
and other business owners! 
We’ve started a Facebook 
group just for our Schacht 
retailers. Join the conver-
sation about new products, 
business tips, and other 
helpful suggestions. 

This page is the brain 
child of European dealers 
whom we met in Sweden 
at the Vav conference last 
year. Some very thoughtful 
discussions have occurred 
on the forum, and we think 
the advice shared has been 
great! 

This is really your forum 
and we want it to be useful—
let us know if we can assist 
in the conversation and we’ll 
jump right in. We’ll also 
have exclusive live dealer 
webinars, special events, and 
news flashes. 

Join the group here:  
https://www.facebook.com/
groups/2085788074969337/

IN THE 
KNOW

the
buzz

2019—OUR GOLDEN 
ANNIVERSARY
Next year, Schacht Spindle 
Company turns 50 and 
we are going to celebrate 
all year long. We had our 
designer create a special 
logo for us that we’ll be 
using on about everything 
we can think of next year, 
including special runs of 
cherry Matchless Spinning 
Wheels, 8-Shaft Baby Wolfs, 
and Wolf Pup (LT and 8.10 
styles only). There will be 
other special promotions, 
products, and events to 
celebrate our milestone. 
We’ll be keeping you posted 
through our dealer emails 
and Facebook page.

Your customers will never 
have to tie heddles again. 

• Special Events
• Weave-along
• Spin-along
• Instagram Giveaways
• Spinning & Weaving Contest
• Dealer Deals
• Dealer Weekend
• 50th Anniversary Party

We Make It Easy to Start a Cricket Club!
Find all the resources—guides, posters, and handouts—on our Dealer 
Resources page (password: Schacht2018).

The Cricket Club helps support new weavers, keeps them coming 
back to your shop, and creates a community of weavers who will then 
buy supplies, equipment, and more classes!



PACKS
The following items are now 
available as packs for your 
convenience—order several 
packs at once so you always 
have stock on hand.  

SchachtSpindleCompany
6101BenPlace

Boulder,Colorado80301

To order:
email: orders@schachtspindle.com
phone: 800-228-2553 or 303-442-3212
fax: 303-447-9273

BR2300 Schacht Logo Enamel Pin 5 pack
BR2302 Ladybug Enamel Pin 5 pack
BR2304 Cricket Enamel Pin 5 pack
SL2550 Card Weaving Cards 25/pkg 3 pack
SL2600 Zoom Loom 5 pack
WS6005 3-in-1 Magic Stick 3 pack
WS6007 9" Weaving Stick 5 pack
WS6012 11" Weaving Stick 5 pack
WS6130 12" Shed Stick 5 pack
WS6901 Oil Bottle 3 pack
WS6902 Spinning Wheel Threading Hook 3 pack
WW7300 Short Heddle Hook 3 pack
WW7301 Long Heddle Hook 3 pack
WW7302 Brass Reed Hook 3 pack
WW7307 Cricket Heddle Hook 3 pack

SHOW OFF YOUR SCHACHT LOVE WITH OUR ENAMEL PINS!

order now for fall classes!

LADYBUG CRICKET SCHACHT LOGO


